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Abstract
A study of smooth classes whose generic structures have simple theory is carried out in a
spirit similar to Hrushovski (Ann. Pure Appl. Logic 62 (1993) 147; Simplicity and the Las-
car group, preprint, 1997) and Baldwin–Shi (Ann. Pure Appl. Logic 79 (1) (1996) 1). We
attach to a smooth class 〈K0;≺〉 of 4nite L-structures a canonical inductive theory TNat, in an
extension-by-de4nition of the language L. Here TNat and the class of existentially closed models
of (TNat)∀=T+; EX (T+), play an important role in description of the theory of the 〈K0;≺〉-generic.
We show that if M is the 〈K0;≺〉-generic then M ∈EX (T+). Furthermore, if this class is an
elementary class then Th(M) = Th(EX (T+)). The investigations by Hrushovski (preprint, 1997)
and Pillay (Forking in the category of existentially closed structures, preprint, 1999), provide a
general theory for forking and simplicity for the nonelementary classes, and using these ideas,
we show that if 〈K0;≺〉, where ≺ ∈{6 ;6∗}, has the joint embedding property and is closed
under the Independence Theorem Diagram then EX (T+) is simple. Moreover, we study cases
where EX (T+) is an elementary class. We introduce the notion of semigenericity and show that
if a 〈K0;≺〉-semigeneric structure exists then EX (T+) is an elementary class and therefore the
L-theory of 〈K0;≺〉-generic is near model complete. By this result we are able to give a new
proof for a theorem of Baldwin and Shelah (Trans. AMS 349 (4) (1997) 1359). We conclude
this paper by giving an example of a generic structure whose (full) 4rst-order theory is simple.
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1. Introduction
This article relates two subjects of model theory: simplicity and generic structures.
Let T be a 4rst-order theory. Recall that T is simple if forking satis4es the local
character axiom. This property was introduced by Shelah [17]. The class of simple
theories extends the class of stable theories and includes many others such as the theory
of the random graph, theory of algebraically closed 4elds with a generic automorphism
and theory of pseudo4nite 4elds. Shelah’s notion of forking is the important tool in
studying simplicity as well as stability theory. The forking theory provides a notion
of independence for simple structures and in fact it was found that this notion of
independence can be developed as satisfactorily as in the context of stable theories. In
fact, for any simple theory, forking satis4es the symmetry, transitivity, existence and
4nite character axioms (see e.g. [9,10]).
Forking and simplicity, in fact, can be considered beyond 4rst-order context. If T is
a 4rst-order universal theory then we can consider the category of existentially closed
models of T; EX (T ), with embeddings as morphisms. This class of structures is not
the class of models of some 4rst-order theory T ′⊇T . This will be true only if T ′ is
a model companion of T . Hrushovski, in [6], considered the category of existentially
closed models of a universal theory T which satis4es the separation of quanti4ers
(equivalently has the amalgamation property). He calls such a T Robinson theory. He
showed that all basic and even advanced model-theoretic techniques and results hold
in this category.
The important fact for such theories is that quanti4er-free types replace types and
the class of quanti4er-free formulas are closed under negation. Pillay [14] developed
the theory of forking and simplicity for the class of universal theories which do not
have the amalgamation property. He showed that forking theory and simplicity have
satisfactory analogues for the category of existentially closed models.
By generic structures we mean countable homogeneous-universal models constructed
by the Fr@aissAe–Hrushovski’s method. In a series of surprising constructions, Hrushovski
[5,7,8] showed how to vary the Fr@aissAe construction to obtain stable structures. He
introduced the key notion of assigning a dimension to a 4nite structure in terms of
the diLerence between the number of points in the structure and the total number of
tuples in the distinguished relations on the structure. Using this dimension function he
de4ned the relation of a strong submodel on 4nite structures A⊆B. Now to get the
constructions, he adapted Fr@aissAe’s method to amalgamate 4nite substructures relative
to the notion of strong model. In an abstract setting, suppose L is a 4nite relational
language and let K0 be a class of 4nite L-structures including ∅ structure and let 6
be a binary relation on structures A⊆B∈K0. 〈K0;6〉 is called a smooth class if it
satis4es the following axioms:
1. 6 de4nes a partial order relation on K0.
2. For each A∈K0; ∅6A.
3. For A; B⊆C ∈K0 if A6C then A∩B6B.
A countable structure M is called 〈K0;6〉-generic if K0 is precisely the class of 4-
nite structures embeddable in M and M is homogeneous relative to 6. So Fr@aissAe’s
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original construction deals with a special smooth class where the notions 6 and ⊆
coincide. To analyse de4nable sets of theory of generic structures we need to de4ne
L+, an extension-by-de4nition of the language L, so that if M6N then M+⊆N+.
Here M+ is the natural expansion of M . For any smooth class 〈K0;6〉 we assign an
inductive theory TNat in L+ and then form the class of existentially closed models of
(TNat)∀=T+; EX (T+). We will see that this class is closely related to the theory of
generic structures and in fact we prove that when this class is an elementary class, that
is TNat has a model companion T ∗, then T ∗ is the L+-theory of generic structures.
One of the advantages of working with EX (T+) is that one does not need to suppose
〈K0;6〉 has the amalgamation property. In this sense we can say M is 〈K0;6〉-generic
if M+ ∈EX (T+).
Now to connect these two subjects of model theory, one could think of 4nding some
suMcient conditions for 〈K0;6〉 under which the theory of generic structures (or more
generally EX (T+)) would be simple.
Here we try to develop this project. There are two motivations for this idea: Firstly
to understand generic behaviour of simple theories and secondly to 4nd new examples.
As we mentioned earlier, Hrushovski used quite successfully generic structures in the
stable context for 4nding new examples to refute many conjectures. So one could
expect the same results for simple theories.
Here we prove that for any smooth class 〈K0;≺〉, with the algebraic closure property
(AC) and de4ned via a dimension function, if it has the joint embedding property and
is closed under the independence theorem diagram, then EX (T+) is formally simple.
The AC condition roughly says that the closure of a set is a subset of its algebraic
closure. This technical assumption plays an important role in describing the theory of
generic structures as well as in proving the simplicity of this theory.
Kim and Pillay [10] conjectured that any !-categorical supersimple structures have
4nite ranks and, are modular. Hrushovski [6] discovered a nonmodular supersimple
!-categorical of SU-rank 1 by adapting the !-categorical pseudoplane’s construction,
hence refuting their conjecture. In this example he implicitly gave a suMcient condi-
tion (the independence theorem diagram), for the amalgamation class which guarantees
the simplicity of the generic theory. Evans [4] gives an axiomatic framework for con-
structing simple !-categorical examples. He includes some form of the independence
theorem diagram as one of the axioms.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review basic de4nitions and facts
about forking and simplicity for the category of existentially closed models. In Sec-
tion 3, we will prove the main theorem as described in the above paragraph. Namely
we de4ne the independence theorem diagram (ITD) and prove that for any smooth
class 〈K0;≺〉 with AC, where ≺ ∈{6;6∗}, if this class has the joint embedding
property and is closed under the ITD, then EX (T+) is simple (more precisely for-
mally simple). If TNat has a model completion, T ∗ say, this result exactly means that
T ∗ is a simple 4rst-order theory. In Section 4, we de4ne the notion of semigener-
icity for a smooth class 〈K0;≺〉 with AC, and prove that if the 〈K0;≺〉-semigeneric
structure exists, then EX (T+) is an elementary class and, therefore, TNat has a model
completion. Using this result we then show that the theory of generic structures is
near model complete, i.e. every formula is equivalent to a Boolean combination of 1-
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formulas. Finally, the last section studies an example of a simple generic structure of
SU-rank 1.
2. Simplicity in the category of existentially closed models
In this section we review basic de4nitions and facts of forking and simplicity in the
category of existentially closed models. We 4rst 4x some notations. Throughout this
paper T denotes a 4rst-order theory (not necessarily complete). For any A⊆M , denote
by etpM (a=A) (qfM (a=A) resp.), the existential type (the quanti4er-free type resp.) of
a over A in M , namely the set of existential formulas (quanti4er-free formulas resp.)
with parameters in A which are true of a in M . For a set A, by eS(A) (qfS(A) resp.)
we mean the set of all complete existential types (quanti4er-free types resp.) over
set A; more generally a partial existentially (quanti4er-free resp.) type over the set
A is a consistent collection of existentially (quanti4er-free resp.) formulas ( Px) with
parameter in A. A model M of a universal theory T is called existentially closed if
for any quanti4er-free formula ( Px; Py); M ⊆N |= T and tuple a˜∈M if N |=(∃ Px)(x˜; Pa)
then so M |= (∃ Px)( Px; Pa). Let EX (T ) the category of existentially closed models of T .
Denition 2.1. Let T be a universal theory. T has the amalgamation property (AP) if
any model of M |=T and embeddings g : M → N and h : M →K(N; K |=T ), there are
P |=T and embeddings g′ : N →P and h′ : K →P such that gg′= hh′. T is called a
Robinson theory if it has the AP.
Remark 2.2. If a universal theory T is a Robinson theory, then whenever M;N∈EX (T ),
Pa∈M; Pb∈N and qftpM ( Pa)= qftpN ( Pb), then etpM ( Pa)= etpN ( Pb) (see [14]).
Denition 2.3. Let T be a universal theory and A⊆M |=T . Suppose ( Px) is a set of
existential formulas over A. ( Px) is called consistent with M if there is N ⊇M model
of T such that ( Px) is realized in N .
Denition 2.4. Let T be a universal theory. M is a -existentially universal model for
T , if M has cardinality  and whenever A is a small, i.e. of cardinality ¡ subset of
M and (x) is an existential set of formulas over A consistent with M , then (x) is
realized in M .
Fact 2.5. Let T be a universal theory. Then for any arbitrary large , any model of
T embeds into a -existentially universal model of T .
Denition 2.6. The L-structure M is called an e-universal domain of cardinality  if
(i) whenever (x) is a partial existential type over a small subset A of M of cardi-
nality which is 4nitely satis4able in M , then (x) is realized in M .
(ii) whenever A, B are subsets of M of cardinality ¡  and f : A→B is a bijection
such that etpM (a)= etpM (f(a)) for all tuples a from A, there is an automorphism
of M which extends f.
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Fact 2.7. Any -existentially universal model for a universal theory T is an e-univer-
sal domain M of cardinality . Furthermore, M is an existentially closed model for T .
Now following Pillay [14] we want to de4ne forking in the category of existen-
tially closed structures of a universal theory. We will work inside a large e-universal
domain M .
Denition 2.8. (i) Let (x; b) be an existential type over B where b enumerates B. Let
A be any small set. We say that (x; b) divides over A if there is an in4nite sequence
(bi: i¡!) which is e-indiscernible over A, with b= b0, such that
⋃{(x; bi): i¡!}
is not realized in M .
(ii) Let again (x) be an existential type. We say that (x) forks over A if there
is a bounded set !(x) of existential formulas with parameters such that all of them
divide over A and M |=(x)→ ∨!(x).
Remark 2.9. Since we can only use compactness for existential types, the de4nition
of forking in (ii) is diLerent from the usual 4rst-order case.
Denition 2.10. Call M simple if for any 4nite tuple a∈M and B there is a subset A
of B of cardinality at most |L|+ !, such that etp(a=B) does not fork over A.
Denition 2.11. Let p(x) be a maximal existential type over A. By a Morley sequence
in p of length ! we mean a sequence 〈ai: i∈!〉 of realizations of p which is an
e-indiscernible over A such that etp(ai=A∪{aj: j¡i}) does not divide over A for each
i∈!.
Using the same ideas as Kim [9], Pillay [14] shows that:
Lemma 2.12. Let M be simple, A⊆B⊂M two small set of parameters, and (x) an
existential type. Then
1. If (x) does not fork over A then there is a realization a of  such that etp(a=B)
does not divide over A.
2. For any maximal existential p(x) over A there exists a Morley sequence in p.
3.  divides over A if and only if  forks over A.
4. If (x) forks over A, then some formula in (x) forks over A.
Denition 2.13. Let A⊆B be two sets and a be a 4nite tuple. Then we say a is forking
independent from B over A, if etp(a=B) does not fork over A. In this situation we write
a B.
Denition 2.14. Let M be an e-universal model and let # be a collection of triples
(a; A; E), where a is a tuple from M and A⊆B are small subsets of M . We will say
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that # is a notion of independence if the following hold:
1. (Invariance) # is invariant under automorphisms of M .
2. (Local character) For any a, B there is A⊆B with |A|6|T | and (a; A; B)∈#.
3. (Finite character) (a; A; B)∈# if and only if for every 4nite tuple b from B we have
(a; A; A∪{b})∈#.
4. (Symmetry) If (a; A; A∪{b})∈#, then (b; A; A∪{a})∈#.
5. (Transitivity) For A⊆B⊆C we have (a; B; C)∈#, and (a; A; B)∈# if and only if
(a; A; C)∈#.
6. (Extension) For any a, any existentially closed substructure of N of M and any
B⊇N there is a′ such that etp(a′=N )= etp(a=N ) and (a′; N; B)∈#.
In this situation we say a is #-independent from A (or etp(a=B) does not #-fork over
A), denoted a B, whenever (a; A; B)∈# .
By de4nition there is a trivial notion of independence, namely the set of all (a; A; B)
with A⊆B.
Remark 2.15. The extension property in De4nition 2.14 requires only the existence of
#-independent extensions over an existentially closed model. This is weaker than that
de4ned by Kim–Pillay [10], which requires the existence of #-independent extensions
over all sets. However, we will see that for a Robinson theory both these de4nitions
are equivalent.
Denition 2.16. (i) We call M formally simple if M has a nontrivial notion of indepen-
dence which satis4es the #-independence theorem, namely 7. Let N be an existentially
closed substructure of M . Let A⊇N; B⊇N , and suppose that for a0⊂! A and b0⊂! B
we have (a0; N; N ∪{b0})∈#. Let a1 and a2 be two tuples with etp(a1=N )= etp(a2=N );
(a1; N; A)∈# and (a2; N; B)∈#. Then there is a such that etp(a=A)= etp(a1=A),
etp(a=B)= etp(a2=B) and (a; N; A∪B)∈#.
(ii) We say EX (T ) is (formally resp.) simple if any e-universal model of T , is
(formally resp.) simple.
Lemma 2.17. Let T be a Robinson theory. Then the two notions of simplicity are
equivalent.
Proof. Since T is a Robinson theory, existential types can be replaced by quanti4er-
free types. Call T weakly simple if dividing has the local character.
(1) Suppose T is formally simple. Then we show that T is weakly simple. Formal
simplicity of T implies that there is a nontrivial notion of independence # which
satis4es the independence theorem.
Claim. For every existentially closed model N; A⊆N and a :nite tuple a, if qftp
(a=N ) does not #-fork over A, then qftp(a=N ) does not divide over A.
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The proof of the claim is just an adaptation of the proof which appeared in
[10, Claim II of Theorem 4.2]. For the complete proof of the claim see
[16, Lemma 2.2.23].
Now we want to use local rank, D(−; %; k) where % is a 4nite set of quanti4er-free
formulas and k ∈! for the de4nition of this rank and its properties we refer to the
work of Kim–Pillay [10]. In fact we can de4ne D-rank for every Boolean closed set
of formulas. Now since T is a Robinson theory, the basic properties of D-rank hold
for T . Speci4cally,
1. For every p∈ qfS(B) if D(p;%; k)=∞ then p divides over any set A⊂B with
|A|6|T |.
2. For every %; k and partial quanti4er-free type p over A, there is a complete quanti4er-
free type over A; q; such that D(p;%; k)=D(q; %; k).
3. For every %; k and p∈ qftp(B) there is a 4nite subset q(x) of p(x) such that
D(p;%; k)=D(q; %; k).
4. Let p(x)∈ qftp(B) and A⊆B. If for every % and k; D(p|A; %; k)=D(p;%; k) then
p does not divide over A.
Now let p(x)∈ qftp(B). We show that for all % and k; D(p;%; k)¡∞. Suppose M ⊇B
an existentially closed model. We assume p to be a partial type over M . Then by 2,
there is a type q(x)∈ qftp(M) such that D(q; %; k)=D(p;%; k). Now D(p;%; k)=∞,
implies that D(q; %; k)=∞. Hence by 1., q(x) divides over any set A with |A|6|T |
which contradicts the claim. Therefore, for every %; k and p∈ qftp(B); D(p;%; k)¡∞.
Hence in virtue of 3., we can choose q(%; k) such that D(p;%; k)=D(q(%; k); %; k). Hence
if r(x)=
⋃{q(%; k): %; k} then for every % and k
D(p;%; k) = D(r; %; k) ¡∞:
Thus if A=dom(r) then by 4, p does not divide over A.
Now by the same proof used for the 4rst-order case one can show that if T is
weakly simple then T is simple (see [9, Proposition 2.17]).
2. If T is simple then T is formally simple.
With the same proof as 4rst-order case we can show that forking independence
de4nes a nontrivial notion of independence and, moreover, satis4es the independence
theorem.
Remark 2.18. Suppose T has a complete model companion, T ∗. Then T is simple if
and only if T ∗ a 4rst-order simple theory.
3. Smooth classes with AC and simplicity
In this section we study simplicity of the class of generic structures. Here, we 4rst
4x some notations and review basic de4nitions.
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Let L be a 4nite relational language. If A; B are subsets of N , we write AB for the
L-substructure of N with universe A∪B. If B and C are L-structure with B∩C =A
we write B⊗AC for the structure with universe B∪C and no relations other than those
on B and C. If A; B; C are substructures of N such that the structure imposed by N on
B∪C is isomorphic to B⊗A C, we say B and C are canonically in free amalgamation
over A in N . Let K0 be a collection of 4nite L-structures and K be any class of
L-structures. We always assume that the empty structure is in K0. Here, in general,
we assume K0 is closed under substructure and isomorphism. For a class K0 by PK0 we
mean the class of all structures whose 4nite substructures are in K0. We write X ⊆! Y
to indicate X is a 4nite subset of Y . For any A∈K0, by DiagA( Px), where | Px|= |A|, we
mean the conjunction of all basic formulas in the diagram of A. From now on we, in
general, assume that K0 is a class of 4nite L-structures.
Denition 3.1. Let - be an arbitrary function assigning a real number to each isomor-
phism type of L-structures, with -(∅)= 0. Then for any A; B; C ∈K0 with C =A∪B,
de4ne -(A=B)= -(C)− -(B)= -(AB)− -(B). So this yields for any A; B; C ∈K0
-(AB=C) = -(A=BC) + -(B=C):
Denition 3.2. Let - be a function assigning a real number to each isomorphism type
of elements of K0. We say that - is a predimension on K0, if it satis4es the following
conditions:
1. - : K0 →R¿0.
2. -(∅)= 0.
3. For any A; B∈K0 and M ∈ PK0 with A; B⊆! M
-(A ∪ B)6 -(A) + -(B)− -(A ∩ B):
4. There is a real number .¿0 such that for any B⊆C ∈K0, two subsets of M ∈ PK0,
if A⊆! M is disjoint from C and -(A=B)− -(A=C)¡., then -(A=B)= -(A=C).
Remark 3.3. Condition 3 in De4nition 3.2, can be restated as follows: For all A; B∈K0,
two subsets of M ∈ PK0,
-(A=B)6 -(A=A ∩ B):
Denition 3.4. Suppose that - is a real-valued function on the class of all 4nite L-
structures. Then
1. C¿0 = {A| for all B⊆A; -(B)¿0}.
2. C¿0 = {A| for all ∅ =B⊆A; -(B)¿0}.
Denition 3.5. Let L= {R1; R2; : : : ; Rp} be a 4nite language. For each Ri we 4x a real
number 1i with 061i61, which we call weight of Ri. For any A, a 4nite L-structure,
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eAi denotes the number of tuples of realizing Ri in A. Now de4ne
-(A) = |A| −
p∑
i=1
1ieAi :
Remark 3.6. The existence of weight zero relations is one of the main diLerences
between a simple generic structure and a stable one. In the stable case, the canonical
free amalgam is the only free amalgam. We would like to call the amalgam free
regardless of whether weight zero relations hold between elements of B and C.
Lemma 3.7 (Baldwin and Shi [3]). Let K0 be any subclass of C¿0. Then the function
-, de:ned in De:nition 3.5, is a predimension on K0.
Denition 3.8. 1. A6B if and only if for all C, with A⊆C ⊆B, it is the case that
-(C=A)¿0.
2. A6∗B if and only if for all C, with A⊂C ⊆B, it is the case that -(C=A) ¿ 0.
The main properties of these de4nitions can be stated as follows.
Lemma 3.9. Let K0⊆C¿0 and A; B; C ∈K0. Suppose ≺∈{6;6∗}. Then
1. A≺B then A⊆B.
2. A≺A.
3. If A≺B≺C then A≺C.
4. If A⊆B⊆C and A≺C then A≺B.
5. If A≺C and B⊆C then A∩B≺B.
Furthermore, for 6 we have
6. ∅6A.
Proof. (1) See [3, Theorem 3.12]. (2) can be proved similarly.
Denition 3.10. Let ≺ be binary relation on K0. We say that 〈K0;≺〉 is a smooth class
if it satis4es conditions 1–6 of Lemma 3.9.
Lemma 3.11. 1. 〈K0;6〉 is a smooth class.
2. Let C¿0 be as de:ned in De:nition 3.4. Suppose K¿00 =K0 ∩C¿0. Then 〈K¿00 ;
6∗〉 is a smooth class.
For any smooth class 〈K0;≺〉 one can de4ne notion of ≺-closure.
Denition 3.12. Let 〈K0;≺〉 be a smooth class and A⊆B∈K0. We write A≺i B, if
there is no B′ of proper subset of B with A⊆B′≺B. If A≺i B, we say B is an intrinsic
extension of A.
We denote by 6i (6∗i resp:) the corresponding intrinsic closure for the relation 6
(6∗ resp.). Furthermore, we can easily see the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.13. Let A; B∈K0.
1. A6i B if A⊆B and, either A=B or -(B=C) ¡ 0 for every C, with A⊆C ⊂B.
2. A6∗i if A⊆B and for every C with A⊆C ⊆B we have -(B=C)60.
Notation 3.14. Let A∈K0 and N ⊂M ∈ PK0 with A⊆! M . Then
1. clM (A)=
⋃{B⊆! M |A⊆B and A6iB}.
2. cl∗M (A)=
⋃{B⊆! M |A⊆B and A6∗i B}.
3. clM (N )=
⋃
A⊆!N clM (A).
4. cl∗M (N )=
⋃
A⊆!N cl
∗
M (A).
We call clM (A)(cl∗M (A) resp.), the 6-closure (the 6
∗-closure resp.) of A in M .
Using property 6 of Lemma 3.9, we can see that for any A⊂B∈K0, the 6-closure
(the 6∗-closure) of A in B is the smallest 6-closed (6∗-closed resp.) set in B con-
taining A and, moreover, one can extend the de4nition of 6 and 6∗ to structures
in PK0, namely, for M;N ∈ PK0, we say M6N (M6∗N ) if M ⊆N and clN (M)=
M (cl∗N (M)=M resp.).
Remark 3.15. From De4nition 3.13, it follows that cl(A)⊆ cl∗(A).
Denition 3.16. Let M be an L-structure, A⊆M and, A⊆B∈K0.
1. By a copy of B over A in M we mean the image of an embedding of B over A
into M ,
2. 4M (B=A) is the number of distinct copies of B over A in M ,
3. 4∗M (B=A) is the supremum of the cardinals of maximal families of disjoint (over A)
copies of B over A in M , if it is 4nite. Otherwise, take 4∗M (B=A)=∞.
The next lemma gives one of main properties of 6.
Lemma 3.17 (Baldwin and Shi [3]). Suppose K0⊆C¿0. Then there is a function 5 : !
×! →! such that for any A6iB and M ∈ PK0 with A⊆! M , we have 4M (B=A)65(|A|;
|B|).
This property plays an important role in the description of theory of generic struc-
tures. We say a smooth class 〈K0;≺〉 has the algebraic closure property (AC) if it
satis4es Lemma 3.17. That means for any A⊆M , we have ≺-clM (A)⊆ aclM (A). There
are smooth classes which do not have the AC (see [15]).
In the following we de4ne an extension-by-de4nition of the language L. For any
smooth class 〈K0;≺〉, the relation ≺ generally is a stronger notion than the substructure
relation (in L). One of the features of this extension would be to convert the ≺ relation
to the notion of substructure in the extended language. First note that for any class K0
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there is universal theory T0 such that M |=T0 if and only if M ∈ PK0. In fact
T0 = {¬(∃ Px)DiagA( Px) |A =∈ K0}:
Notation 3.18. For any smooth class 〈K0;≺〉 and A∈K0 put
1. DA= {〈A; E〉 |A≺i E ∈K0},
2. D=
⋃
A∈K0 DA.
Denition 3.19. Suppose A∈K0 and E ∈DA. Let E( Px; Py)=DiagA( Px)∧DiagE( Px; Py) be
the L-formula describing the L-quanti4er-free diagram of E. We wish to extend the
language L so that the formula (∃ Py)E( Px; Py) would be treated as an atomic formula.
So for any E we add a new |A|-array relation symbol RE( Px) to the language L. Put
L+ =L ∪ {RE |E ∈ D}:
For two L+-structures M and N , we write M ⊆+ N to indicate that M is an L+-
substructure of N .
Denition 3.20. (i) Let TNat denote a theory generated by the union of T0 and the
collection of universal closures of formulas:
(∃ Py)DiagE( Px; Py)↔ RE( Px)
for any E ∈ D. We say the L+-structure M is natural if M |=TNat.
(ii) Let T+ denote the universal part of TNat, i.e. T+ = (TNat)∀.
(iii) For any L-structure M , let M+ denote the expansion of M to an L+-structure,
with M+ |=TNat. So for any E ∈D, we have
M+ |= ∀ Px(RE( Px)↔ (∃ Py)(DiagA( Px) ∧ DiagE( Px; Py))):
Remark 3.21. Every L+-existential formula is TNat-equivalent to a disjunction of for-
mulas of the form
(∃ Py)
(
DiagA( Px) ∧ DiagB( Px; Py) ∧
∧
i
¬REi( Px; Py)
)
;
where A⊆B∈K0 and B≺i Ei.
The following lemmas show the main properties of this extension. The proofs are
quite straightforward and left to the reader. Complete proofs can be found in [16,
Lemmas 2.1.23 and 2.1.24].
Lemma 3.22. Let M;N |=TNat be two L+-structures. Let A≺i B∈K0 and A⊂! M . If
M ⊂+ N then 4M (B=A)= 4N (B=A).
Lemma 3.23. Let M ⊆N |=T0 and A; B∈K0.
1. If M ≺ N , then M+⊂+ N+.
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2. A≺B, if and only if A+⊂+ B+
3. If 〈K0;≺〉, has the AC, then M+⊆+ N+ if and only if M≺N .
Lemma 3.24. Let L∗+ be the expansion of L as in De:nition 3.19 when ≺=6∗ and
let T0 be the universal theory which is determined by C¿0. Then for any M;N |=T0,
if M+⊆+ N+ then M6N .
Proof. Suppose L+ is the extension of L (according De4nition 3.19) with respect to
6. By Remark 3.15, L+⊂L∗+. Now by Lemma 3.17 〈K0;6〉 has the AC. So we can
use property 3 in Lemma 3.23 and the proof is then clear.
The next lemma relates the amalgamation property of a smooth class 〈K0;≺〉 to the
amalgamation property of the corresponding TNat. We 4rst need the following de4nition.
Denition 3.25. For any M |=T0, any m∈! and any A⊆M ,
clmM (A) =
⋃
{B |A ≺i B ⊆ M and |B− A|¡ m}:
If a smooth class 〈K0;≺〉 has the AC, we can easily see that for any m and
A⊂! M |=T0; clmM (A) is 4nite and its cardinality is uniformly bounded by 5(|A|; m).
Lemma 3.26. Suppose a smooth class 〈K0;≺〉 has the AP and the AC. Then T+ is
a Robinson theory.
Proof. We must show that T+ has the amalgamation. Let A; B; C |=T+ with A⊂+ B,
A⊂+ C. Without loss of generality we may assume that B and C are natural. Moreover,
by compactness, we may suppose A is 4nite. So in B and C each RE ∈L+ has a natural
interpretation. We claim
clB(A) ∼=A clC(A):
To prove the claim we 4rst show that clmB (A)∼=A clmC(A) for any m∈!. Let E0∼= clmB (A).
We have
B |= RE0 ( Pa) ∧
∧
E∈DmA;E0
¬RE( Pa):
Intuitively this formula says that “B |= clm(A)∼=E0”. Since A⊂+ B and A⊂+ C,
A |= RE0 ( Pa0) ∧
∧
E∈DmA;E0
¬RE( Pa);
and
C |= RE0 ( Pa) ∧
∧
E∈DmA;E0
¬RE( Pa): (∗)
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Now since C is natural, (∗) means clmC(A)∼=E0. Now for A; B; C we de4ne 〈A∗B; n∈!〉
and 〈AnC; n∈!〉 by induction on n as follows:
Take A0B=A
0
C =A0. For each n¿0 let A
n+1
B = cl
n+1
B (A
n
B) and A
n+1
C = cl
n+1
C (A
n
C). By
what we proved above and induction on n, there are fn : AnB →AnC , with f0 = Id and
fn⊂fn+1. But as clB(A0)=
⋃
n A
n
B and clC(A0)=
⋃
n A
n
C , f=
⋃
n fn : clB(A0) → clC
(A0) is an isomorphism. Moreover, if we interpret L+ naturally in clB(A) and clC(A),
then clB(A)⊂+ B and clA(A)⊂+ C.
So to prove the claim it is enough to show A is an amalgamation base, when A is
natural. Thus we must prove that Diag+(A; B)∪Diag+(A; C) is consistent. But since
〈K0;≺〉 is closed under taking substructure and has the amalgamation property, this
can be easily veri4ed by compactness.
Denition 3.27. On account of condition 1 in De4nition 3.2 we modify - to d : {(N; A) |
N ∈ PK0 and A⊂! N} →R+ by de4ning for each N ∈ PK0,
d(N; A) = inf{-(B) |A6i B ⊆! N}:
We usually write d(N; A) as dN (A) and omit the subscript N if it is clear from the
context.
Denition 3.28. For 4nite A; B contained in N , we de4ne the relative dimension of A
over B by dN (A=B)=dN (AB)− dN (B).
Denition 3.29. For M ∈K and A; B⊆! M and C ⊆M , we say that A is d-independent
from B over C (in M) (or A and B are independent over C) if
d(A=C) = d(A=BC):
For arbitrary A; B⊆M we say that A and B are d-independent over C (in M) if for
all PA⊆! A and PB⊆! B we have PA is d-independent from PB over C (in M).
Notation 3.30. If A is d-independent from B over C, then we write A B.
For the standard facts about the d-independence see [3,18,16]. We just quote the
following facts that are needed later.
Lemma 3.31. Let A⊆A′⊂! cl(A). Then d(A)=d(A′).
Lemma 3.32. Let A6M and Pa, a :nite tuple. Then for any .¿0 there are A′⊂! A
and B′⊂! cl( PaA) such that A′= cl(A)∩B′ and
|-(B′=A′)− d( Pa=A)|¡ .0 (∗)
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Lemma 3.33. Suppose A; B6M and C =A∩B. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
1. A B.
2. AB6M and, A and B are in free amalgamation over C within M .
3.1. The independence theorem diagram and simplicity
Let L= {R1; : : : ; Rn} be a 4nite relational language. Suppose the function - be as
in De4nition 3.5. So for each Ri there is a real number 1i with 061i61 such that for
each 4nite L-structure A
-(A) = |A| −
n∑
i=1
1ieiA:
Let K0 be a subclass of C¿0 closed under taking substructures and isomorphisms,
containing the empty set and let ≺ be either 6 or 6∗, as de4ned in Section 1. Let
T0 be the universal theory determined by K0, and let L+ be the L-extension and
TNat ⊃T0 the theory as de4ned in De4nition 3.19.
Assumption 3.34. Throughout this section we assume that 〈K0;≺〉 has the algebraic
closure property (AC) (De4nition 3.17).
The main subject of this section is to study simplicity of EX (T+), the category
of existentially closed models of T+. Note that as TNat is a universal theory, any
M ∈EX (T+) models TNat.
Denition 3.35. (i) We say that I = 〈B; A0; A1; A2; A01; A02; A12〉 is a 〈K0;≺〉-indepen-
dence theorem diagram (ITD) if I satis4es the following conditions:
1. All co-ordinates of I are in K0,
2. Ai≺Aij for i = j∈{0; 1; 2},
3. Ai and Aj are in free amalgamation over B in Aij,
4. Aij ∩Aik =Ai for i; j; k ∈{0; 1; 2} with j = k,
5. Ai ∪Aj6Aij for i = j∈{0; 1; 2}.
(ii) Let I = 〈B; A0; A1; A2; A01; A02; A12〉 be an ITD. Suppose EI =
⋃
Aij and the rela-
tions are just the union of the relations on each Aij. Then 〈K0;≺〉 is said to be closed
under the independence theorem diagram (ITD), if whenever I = 〈B; A0; A1; A2; A01; A02;
A12〉 is a 〈K0;≺〉-ITD, then EI is in K0.
Remark 3.36. If L does not contain any weight zero relation, then EI =(A02⊗A0 A01)
⊗A1∪A2 A12.
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The next lemma shows why we call the above diagram an independence theorem
diagram.
Lemma 3.37. (i) Let I = 〈B; A0; A1; A2; A01; A02; A12〉 be a 〈K0;≺〉-ITD and let EI be
as in De:nition 3.35. Then
1. A0 ∪A1 ∪A26EI ,
2. dE(A0=A1 ∪A2)=dE(A0=B).
(ii) If ≺ =6∗ then for any {i; j; k}∈ {0; 1; 2} we have Ai ∪Aj6∗Aik ⊗Ak Akj.
Proof. (i) Since weight zero relations do not have any eLect on what we should prove,
we may assume that L does not contain any weight zero relation and therefore by
Remark 3.36 we have EI =(A02⊗A0 A01)⊗A1∪A2 A12.
Now to show 1, we should verify that for any U with A0 ∪A1 ∪A2⊆U ⊆E we have
-(U=A0 ∪A1 ∪A2)¿0.
For any i = j, let Xij =(U ∩Aij) − (Ai ∪Aj). Then U − (A0 ∪A1 ∪A2)=
⋃
i =j Xij.
Therefore, we have
-(U=A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2) = -

⋃
i =j
Xij=A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2


= -(X01=A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2) + -(X02=A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ X01)
+ -(X12=A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ X01 ∪ X02):
Now for j = k
• Xij and Xik ∪Ak are freely amalgamated over Ai ∪Aj,
• Xij and (Xik ∪Xkj)∪Ak are freely amalgamated over Ai ∪Aj.
Hence we have
• -(X02=A0 ∪A1 ∪A2 ∪X01)= -(X02=A0 ∪A2),
• -(X12=A0 ∪A1 ∪A2 ∪X01 ∪X02)= -(X12=A1 ∪A2),
• -(U=A0 ∪A1 ∪A2)=
∑
i =j -(Xij=Ai ∪Aj).
Moreover since Ai ∪Aj6Aij, we have -(Xij=Ai ∪Aj)¿0 and hence -(U=A0 ∪A1 ∪A2)
¿0.
To show 2, one can invoke 1, and since A1 ∪A26E, we have
dE(A0=A1 ∪ A2) = dE(A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2)− dE(A1 ∪ A2)
= -(A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2)− -(A1 ∪ A2) = -(A0=B):
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For (ii), we shall prove that A0 ∪A26∗ A01⊗A1 A12. Let L1 =A01⊗A1 A12 and H be a
nonempty subset of L1− (A0 ∪A2). We show -(H=A0 ∪A2)¿0. Suppose Y01 =H ∩A01,
Y12 =H ∩A12 and Y1 =H ∩A1. Then H =Y01⊗Y1 Y12. By transitivity of predimension
we have
-(H=A0 ∪ A2) = -(Y01=A0 ∪ A2) + -(Y12=A0 ∪ A2 ∪ Y01):
Now since A01 and A12 are in free amalgamation over A1, we get -(Y01=A0 ∪A2)=
-(Y01=A0)¿0 and
-(Y12=A0 ∪ A2 ∪ X01) = -(Y12 − Y01=A0 ∪ A2 ∪ Y01) = -(Y12 − Y01=A2)¿ 0:
But as either Y01 or Y12−Y01 is nonempty, at least one of the summands in -(H=A0 ∪A2)
must be strictly positive. Thus -(H=A0A2) ¿ 0.
From now on we work with a 4xed e-universal model C of T+(TNat). Now we state
the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.38. Suppose 〈K0;≺〉 has the JEP and is closed under the ITD. Then
EX (T+) is formally simple.
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 3.38 is to show that the d-independence is
a notion of independence which satis4es the independence theorem.
Proposition 3.39. Let :∈R+ and E a small subset of C. Suppose n∈!. Then { Px∈Cn |
d( Px=E)¿:} is type de:nable.
Proof. By the de4nition of a d-function for any Pa with | Pa|= n we have
d( Pa=E)¿ : iL for any E0 ⊂! E; d( Pa=E0)¿ ::
Therefore, it is enough to prove the proposition for any E0⊂! C. Put AE0 = {F ⊇E0|
there is a tuple Px; | Px|= n, (E0 ∪ Px)6iF and -(F)¡d(E0)+:}. Let Pe0 be an enumeration
of E0. We set
#(E0;:)( Px) ≡
∧
F∈AE0
¬∃ Pz DiagF( Pe0; Px; Pz) ≡
∧
F∈AE0
¬RF( Pe0; Px):
We want to show that for any tuple Pa:
Pa |= #(E0;:)( Px) if and only if d( Pa=E0)¿ ::
To demonstrate this, we 4rst suppose d( Pa=E0)¡:. Then d( PaE0)−d(E0)¡: and d( PaE0)
¡:+d(E0). Moreover, since d( PaE0)= inf{-(F) | PaE06iF}, there is F ⊇ PaE0 such that
-(F)¡:+ d(E0). Hence F ∈AE0 ;C |=∃Pz DiagF( Pe0; Pa; Pz) and Pa |=#(E0; :)( Px).
Now for a tuple Pa if d( Pa=E0)¿: then d( PaE0)−d(E0)¿: and d( PaE0)¿:+d(E0). So
inf{-(F)| PaE06iF}¿:+d(E0), and for all F ⊇ PaE0 with PaE06iF we have -(F)¿:+
d(E0). Hence for given F ∈AE0 we have C |=¬∃Pz DiagF( Pe0; Pa; Pz) and Pa |=#(E0; :)( Px).
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Now by the above proposition and the de4nition of the d-function, for any small
subset E the following relations hold:
d( Px=E)¿ : iL ∀n ∈ ! d( Px=E)¿ :− 1=n;
iL ∀n ∈ ! ∀E0 ⊂! E d( Px=E0)¿ :− 1=n;
iL
⋃
n∈!
⋃
E0⊂!E
#E0;:−1=n( Px):
We denote the above type by #E;:( Px); note that is a quanti4er-free type in L+.
Denition 3.40. Let A be any small set. For any p∈ eS(A) de4ne d(p) to be d( Pa=A)
for (some) any Pa |=p.
Lemma 3.41. d(p) is well-de:ned.
Proof. It is enough to show that for any Pa≡A Pb we have d( Pa=A)=d( Pb=A). But since
Pa≡A Pb, we have cl( PaA)∼= cl( PbA). Therefore, for any A0 Pa⊆B, with -(B)6-(A0 Pa) there
is B′ such that A0 Pb⊆B′ and -(B′)= -(B). In fact B′∼=A0 B. Now on account of Lemma
3.32, we have d( Pa=A)=d( Pb=A).
Lemma 3.42 (Independence theorem). Let X be a ≺-closed subset of C. Let Y1; Y2⊇X
be such that Yi≺C for i=1; 2 and Y1 is d-independent from Y2 over X . Suppose
Pa1 and Pa2 with etp( Pa1=X )= etp( Pa2=X ). Moreover, Pai is d-independent from Yi over
X (i=1; 2). Then there is a tuple Pa such that etp( Pa=Yi)= etp( Pai=Yi), (i=1; 2) and Pa
is d-independent from Y1 ∪Y2 over X .
Proof. Let :=d(p) and E=Y1 ∪Y2. Suppose pi( Px)= etp( Pai=Yi), i=1; 2. We also con-
sider types #(E;:) as de4ned in Propositions 3.39.
Claim. =(E; Px)≡ etp(E=∅)∪p1( Px)∪p2( Px)∪#(E;:)( Px) is consistent.
Proof. By compactness it is enough to show that =(E; Px) is 4nitely consistent. Let
Pe0⊂! E; ( Pe0)∈ etp(E=∅); >i( Px; Pyi)∈pi( Px) with i=1; 2 and, #0( Px; Pe0)⊂! #(E;:)( Px). We
show that {( Pe0); >1( Px; Py1); >2( Px; Py2)}∪#0( Px; Pe0) is consistent. Here Pe0 is an enumer-
ation of E0⊂! E and Pyi = Pe0 ∩Yi (i=1; 2). By the de4nition of #(E;:)( Px) it is clear
there are X ′⊂! X; E′⊂! E and, n∈! such that
#(E;:)( Px) ⊂ #(E′ ;:−1=n)( Px):
So we show that for any E0⊂! E and n∈! there is a large set X ′⊂! X such that
{( Pe0); >1( Px; Py1); >2( Px; Py2)} ∪ #(E0 ;:−1=n)( Px) is consistent:
This would mean that to 4nd Pa, Pe0 and X ′ such that
• C |=( Pe0)∧ >1( Pa; Py1)∧ >2( Pa; Py2),
• d( Pa=E0)¿:− 1=n,
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Let Px0 = ( Py1 ∩X )∪ ( Py2 ∩X ). By renaming Py1 and Py2, we may suppose that Pe0 = Px0 ∪ Py1
∪ Py2, where Pyi⊂! Yi − X , for i=1; 2. As Pai are d-independent over X , we have
d( Pai=Yi)=d( Pai=X ). Since C is natural, by Remark 3.21, we may assume that ( Pe0)
and >i( Px; Pyi), i=1; 2, have the following forms:
( Pe0) ∃ Pz
(
′( Pz; Pe0) ∧
∧
i
¬REi( Pz; Pe0)
)
;
>1( Px; Px0; Py1) ∃ Pz
(
>′1( Pz; Px; Px0; Py1) ∧
∧
i
¬RFi( Pz; Px; Px0; Py1)
)
;
>2( Px; Px0; Py2) ∃ Pz
(
>′2( Pz; Px; Px0; Py2) ∧
∧
i
¬RGi( Pz; Px; Px0; Py2)
)
:
Hence there are Pzij, i = j∈{0; 1; 2} such that
C |= ′( Pz12; Pe0) ∧
∧
i
¬REi( Pz12; Pe0);
C |= >′1( Pz01; Pa1; Px0; Py1) ∧
∧
i
¬RFi( Pz01; Px; Px0; Py1);
C |= >′2( Pz02; Pa2; Px0; Py2) ∧
∧
i
¬RGi( Pz02; Px; Px0; Py2):
Let C12 = Pz12 ∪ Pe0, C01 = Pz01 ∪ Px0 ∪ Py1 and C02 = Pz02 ∪ Px0 ∪ Py2. So Cij ∈K0. Suppose
D0i=C0i ∩ cl≺(aiX ) and let Pd0i be enumeration of D0i. Now since etp(a1=X )=
etp(a2=X ), there is a function g∈AutX (C) such that g(a1)= a2. It follows that
etp(a1 Pd01g−1( Pd02=X )= etp(a2g( Pd01) Pd02=X ).
Thus Pd01g−1( Pd02)∼=X g( Pd01) Pd02.
Now by Lemma 3.32, there are X ′⊆! X , with
⋃
i =j (Cij ∩X )⊆X ′ and K0⊆!
cl≺(a1X ) with d01g−1(d02)⊂K0. Let K ′0 = g(K0). Then K0∼=X ′ K ′0 and hence
|-(K ′0=X ′)− :|¡ 1=n:
Now we introduce a suitable ITD. We 4rst identify K0 and K ′0 via function g. Let
B=X ′, A0 =K0, A1 =X ′ ∪ (C01 ∩Y1)∪ (C12 ∩Y1), A2 =X ′ ∪ (C02 ∩Y2)∪ (C12 ∩Y2).
Furthermore, A01 ∼= C01 ∪K0 ∪A1, A02 ∼= C02 ∪K ′0 ∪A2, and A12 ∼= C12 ∪A1 ∪A2 in
such a way that Aij ∩Aik =Ai for i; j; k ∈{0; 1; 2} and j = k.
We claim that I = 〈B; A0; A1; A2; A01; A02; A12〉 is an ITD. So we must verify that for
i = j∈{0; 1; 2} the following conditions are met.
1. All I -components are in K0. This holds because all of these structures are subsets
of C and 〈K0;≺〉 is closed under taking substructure.
2. Ai ≺ Aij. For example we prove A0≺A01. Since cl≺(a1X )≺C, by Lemma 3.9,
we have cl≺(a1X )∩A01≺A01. But cl≺(a1X )∩A01 = cl≺(a1X )∩ (C01 ∪K0 ∪A1)=
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(cl≺(a1X )∩C01)∪ (cl≺(a1X )∩K0)∪ (cl≺(a1X )∩A1). Now we claim that cl≺(a1X )
∩A1)=X ′ holds. This is because
cl≺(a1X ) ∩ A1 ⊂ cl≺( Pa1X ) ∩ Y1 ⊂ (X ∩ A1) = X ′:
So cl≺(a1X )∩A01 =D01 ∪K0 ∪X ′. Moreover, D01⊂K0. Thus D01 ∪K0 ∪X ′=A0
and A0≺A01. Other relations can be proved similarly.
3. Aij ∩Ajk =Ai for j = k. Just holds by de4nitions of Aij’s.
4. Ai and Aj are freely amalgamated over B in Aij. For instance, one can show that A0
and A2 are freely amalgamated over B in A02. Given that (A0−X )⊂ (cl≺( Pa2X )−X )
and A2 − X ⊂Y2 − X and, since these two sets are freely amalgamated over X in
C, A0 and A2 are in A02.
5. Ai ∪Aj6Aij. One can prove that A0 ∪A16A01. Since Y1 and a1 are d-independent
over X , by Lemma 3.33, we have cl≺(a1X )∪Y16C. So, again, by Lemma 3.9
(cl≺(a1X )∪Y1)∩A016A01. But (cl≺(a1X )∪Y1)∩A01 = (A01 ∩ cl≺(a1X ))∪ (Y1 ∩
A01)=A0 ∪A1. Hence A0 ∪A16A01.
Now since 〈K0;≺〉 is closed under ITD, we get EI ∈K0. Let EI =L. The JEP entails
that there is a function f : L →C with f(L)≺C. Suppose PL=f(L) and Pa=f( Pa1).
Now on account of Lemma 3.37, in both L and PL the following equations hold:
dL( Pa1=B) = d PL( Pa= PB) = -(A0=A1 ∪ A2) = d PL( Pa= PA1 ∪ PA2) = -(A0=B):
But |-(A0=B)−:|¡1=n. Hence d PL( Pa= PA1 ∪ PA2)¿:−1=n. So as f(E0)⊆ PA1 ∪ PA2, we have
d( Pa=f(E0))¿d( Pa=A1 ∪A2)¿: − 1=n. Moreover, since PL≺C, we get d PL( Pa= PA1 ∪ PA2)=
dC( Pa= PA1 ∪ PA2). Hence Pa is d-independent from PA12 over f(B). Now we show that
C |= (f( Pe0)) ∧ >1( Pa; f( Py1)) ∧ >2( Pa; f( Py2)):
For example, to verify that C|=(f( Pe0)), we need to prove that C|=∃Pz(′(Pz; f( Pe0))
∧ ∧i ¬REi(Pz; f( Pe0))). But C |=′(f(Pz12); f( Pe0)). So it is enough to show that C |=∧
i ¬REi(f(Pz12); f( Pe0)). If not, then for some i we have C |=REi(f(Pz12); f( Pe0)). Now
as f(A12)≺ PL≺C, there should be Ei⊂f(A12) realizing the diagram of Ei over f(Pz12)∪
f( Pe0). Hence by considering f−1 we should have
C |= REi( Pz12; Pe0);
a contradiction. Thus {( Pe0); >1( Px; Py1); >2( Px; Py2)}∪#(E0 ;:−1=n)( Px) is consistent and the
proof of claim is complete.
Now by claim there should be E′≡1 E and Pa′ with Pa′ |=p1( Px)∪p2( Px) such that
d( Pa′= PX )=d( Pa′= PE). But PE ≡1 E implies that there is an automorphism h∈Aut(C) with
h( PE)=E. So if we take Pa= h( Pa′) then Pa |=p1( Px)∪p2( Px)∪#(E;:)( Px) and the proof of
the lemma is complete.
Denition 3.43. Let A⊂C and Pb be a 4nite tuple. We say Pb is algebraic over A, if
there is an existential L+-formula, with parameters in A, say ( Px) such that C |=( Pb)
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and this formula has only 4nitely many solutions in C. By the algebraic closure acl(A)
of A in C is the union of all the algebraic tuples over A.
Lemma 3.44. Let M be an existentially closed substructure of C. Then T0 has free
amalgamation over M , i.e. for each B and E with M≺B and M≺E, there is an
L-structure F |=T0 such that F is a free amalgam of B and E over M .
Proof. Since M is an existentially closed model, it is an amalgamation base. Hence
there are functions f : B →C and g : E →C with f(B)≺C and g(E)≺C such that
f|M = g|M = Id|M . So we may suppose M≺B≺C and M≺E≺C. Let #E(X=B) be the
type such that for E′⊂C, E′ realizes #E(X=B) if and only if E′ ∼=M E and E′ and B are
freely amalgamated over M . So this type includes the L-quanti4er-free diagram of E
over M and, in addition, the negation that all possible relations that state that X and B
are not freely amalgamated over M . Clearly #E(X=B) can be stated by an L-quanti4er-
free type. We show that this type is 4nitely consistent. Let M0⊂! M; Pe0⊂! E − M ,
Pb0⊂! B − M and #0( Px)⊂! #E(X=B). We suppose #0( Px) includes the quanti4er-free
type of Pe0 over M0 and also states Px and Pb0 are freely amalgamated over M0. Since M
is existentially closed, acl(M)=M . Hence Pe0 is not algebraic over M , i.e. there are
in4nitely many pairwise disjoint Pei⊂M (for i¿0) all of which realize the diagram of
Pe0 over M0. But Pb0⊂! B−M and M≺B. Thus for any i¿0,
-( Pb0=M0e1; : : : ; ei)¿ 0: (∗)
Now we claim that there is an n¿0 such that Pen and Pb0 are in free amalgamation over
M0. If otherwise, then for each n we have -( Pb0=M0)¿-( Pb0=M0en). Now by De4nition
3.2 there is an .¿0 such that for each n∈! we have -( Pb0=M0en) − -( Pb0=M0)¡−..
Thus
-( Pb0=M0e0 : : : en)6-( Pb0=M0)− n.:
Hence if we take n large enough then we have
-( Pb0=M0e0 : : : en) ¡ 0
which contradicts (∗). So by interpreting the corresponding variables of Pe0 in #0⊂!
#E(X=B) by Pen we see that #E(X=B) is 4nitely consistent. Therefore there is E′∼=A E
such that E′ and B are in free amalgamation. Suppose F =B∪E′. Then F |=T0, and
F is a free amalgam of E′ and B over M .
Remark 3.45. In the absence of weight zero relations F ∼=B⊗M E |=T0.
Remark 3.46. From de4nition of d-independence it is clear that it satis4es the invari-
ance property of a notion of independence.
Lemma 3.47. Let M be an existentially closed substructure of C(M≺C) and p( Px)∈
eS(M). Let B with M ⊆+ B. Then there is a type q( Px)∈ eS(B) extending p( Px) and
q( Px) is d-independent over M .
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Proof. Without loss of generality we suppose that B is also existentially closed. By
Proposition 3.39 there is an L+-existential type #(M;B)( Px) over B, such that for any Pa
we have
P#(M;B)( Pa) if and only if Pa is d-independent from B over M:
Put Q( Px)=p( Px)∪ P#(M;B)( Px). This type can be shown to be 4nitely consistent. Let
( Px)∈p( Px). We may suppose ( Px)= (∃Pz)>( Px; Pz), where >( Px; Pz) is a quanti4er-free L+-
formula. Let Pa |=p( Px) and Pd be such that |= >( Pa; Pd) and E= cl≺( Pa PdM). Note that as
M≺C and M ⊆E, we have M≺E. Since M≺B and M≺E, by Lemma 3.44, there is
H |=T0 which a free amalgam of B and E over M . Then for H+ and B+, the natural
expansions of H and B, we have, B+⊂+ H+. But since B is an existentially closed
substructure, it is an amalgamation base. Hence there is a function f : H+ →C with
f(H+)≺C and f|M = Id. Then we have
1. C |= >(f( Pa); f( Pd)),
2. cl≺(f( Pa)f( Pd)M) is in free amalgamation with B over M ,
3. cl≺(f( Pa)f( Pd)M)∪B≺C.
So by Lemma 3.33 and since ≺ is stronger than 6(≺∈{6;6∗}), we can infer that
1. C |=(f( Pa)),
2. d(f( Pa)f( Pd)=B)=d(f( Pa)f( Pd)=M),
3. d(f( Pa)=M)=d(f( Pa)=B).
Thus by compactness there is an Pa′ such that Pa′ |=p( Px) and Pa′ is d-independent from
B over M .
Proof of Theorem 3.38. Properties 1–5 generally hold. Furthermore, by Lemmas 3.42
and 3.47, d-independence satis4es axiom 6–7 of a notion of independence. Thus
EX (T+) is formally simple.
Remark 3.48. If 〈K0;≺〉 has the AP and JEP then by Lemma 3.26 T+ is a Robinson
theory and therefore EX (T+) is simple. If moreover 〈K0;≺〉 has the free amalgamation
property, then we can show the existence of d-independent types over any small subset
A≺C.
Corollary 3.49. Let 〈K0;≺〉 has the free amalgamation property and be closed under
the ITD. Let A≺B≺C be small sets and Pa, a :nite tuple. Then EX (T+) is ( formally)
simple and
Pa
|
ˆ
A
B if and only if d( Pa=A) = d( Pa=B):
In the following we can prove if T+ is also simple then forking independence always
implies d-independence over any algebraically closed substructure. The main idea of
this lemma is borrowed from the work of Baldwin–Shelah [2].
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Lemma 3.50. Suppose T+ is a simple Robinson theory. Let M be an algebraically
closed substructure of C. Let B⊇M be a ≺-closed subset of C. Let p( Px)∈ eS(B). If
p( Px) does not fork over M then it is also d-independent over M .
Proof. Let Pa |=p( Px). Since acl(M)=M , we may assume p( Px) is not algebraic over
M . So it is enough to show that d( Pa=M)=d( Pa=B). By Lemma 3.33, it is enough to
show that
1. B and cl( PaM) are freely amalgamated over M .
2. B∪ cl( PaM)6C.
Let M0⊂! M and B0⊂! B − M , and suppose K0⊂! cl( PaM) − M and C0⊂! cl( PaB)
such that -(C0=B0M0K0)¡0. Let Pm0; Pb0; Pk0; Pc0 be enumerations for M0; B0; K0; C0. We
claim that K0M0 and B0M0C0 are freely amalgamated over M0. Suppose they are not.
Then by the properties of - (De4nition 3.2), there is an .¿0 such that -(K0=M0) −
-(K0=M0B0C0)¿.. Since Pa
|
ˆ
M
B and K0⊂ cl( PaM)⊆ acl( PaM), we have K0 |ˆ
M
B. There-
fore we may assume K0 = Pa. Let 〈 Pai Pbi|i∈!〉 be a Morley sequence of etp( Pa Pb=M).
Since T+ is a Robinson theory, by Lemmas 2.17 and 2.12, such a sequence exists. We
show pi( Px)= etp( Pai=M Pbi) for i∈! are n-contradictory for suitable n∈!. Let fn ∈
Aut(C) such that Pa0 = Pa and Pb0 = Pb, fn( Pa Pb)= Pan Pbn and Pcn=fn( Pc0). We assume, on
the contrary, that for each n∈! there is an Pa∗ which is a common solution for, say
p1; : : : ; pn+1. We 4x n such that n.¿-( Pa=M0). But we have
-( Pa∗= Pb1; : : : ; Pbn; Pc1; : : : ; Pcn)6 -( Pa=M0)− n:. ¡ 0:
Therefore Pa∗⊂ cl(M0 Pb1 : : : Pbn Pc1; : : : Pcn)⊂ cl(M0 Pb1 : : : Pbn Pa1 : : : Pan)⊆ acl(M0 Pb1 : : : Pbn Pa1 : : :
Pan). Thus Pan+1⊂ acl(M0 Pb1 : : : Pbn Pa1 : : : Pan). But Pan+1 |ˆ
M
Pb1 : : : Pbn Pa1 : : : Pan implies Pan+1⊂
acl(M), a contradiction. Thus we conclude that B and cl( PaM) are freely amalgamated
over M and that -(C=M0 Pb)= -(C=M0 PbK0)¡0. Hence C ⊂ cl(M0 Pb)⊂B and B∪ cl( PaM)
6C.
Now we suppose T+ is a simple Robinson theory. Thus by Lemma 2.12 for any
arbitrary set A⊂C and p∈ eS(A), Morley sequences for p exist. This fact enables us
to give the relationship between forking and d-independence.
Lemma 3.51. Suppose 〈K0;≺〉 is closed under the ITD and T+ is a Robinson theory.
Let A⊆B ⊂ C with acl(A)=A and Pa, a :nite tuple. Then
(i) Pa
|
ˆ
A
B if and only if d( Pa=A)=d( Pa=B).
(ii) the forking independence theorem holds for A.
Proof. (i) As T+ is a Robinson theory and d-independence is a notion of independence
and satis4es the independence theorem over any set A= acl(A) then by the claim
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in Lemma 2.17, d-independence always implies the forking independence over such
sets. But since acl(A)=A, in virtue of Lemma 3.50, forking independence implies
d-independence.
(ii) By (i), since d-independence is the same as forking independence, Lemma 3.42
implies the (forking) Independence Theorem holds for A.
Corollary 3.52. Suppose 〈K0;≺〉 has the amalgamation property and is closed under
the ITD. Then Lstp=Stp in C.
Proof. Since 〈K0;≺〉 has the amalgamation property, by Lemma 3.26, T+ is a Robinson
theory. Hence on account of Lemma 3.51, the forking independence theorem holds for
every algebraically closed set. So by the same method invoked in 4rst-order case one
can show that Lstp=Stp.
Remark 3.53. Let K0 be the class of triangle-free graphs. For each A∈K0 we de4ne
-(A)= |A|. Then with respect to this predimension 6= ⊆. Since all members of K0
are triangle-free, it is easy to see that 〈K0;⊆〉 is not closed under the ITD. Moreover
Hrushovski [6] proves that T , the generic theory is not simple. This example shows
that in order to get a simple generic theory we need (some form of) independence
theorem diagram.
The next example shows that the independence theorem diagram is not necessary
for getting a simple generic theory.
Example 3.54. Let L= {R0; R1} where R0 is a ternary relation and R1 is a binary re-
lation. Let -(A)= |A| − |R0(A)|. Hence R1 has a zero weight. Suppose K ′5 is a class of
4nite L-structures with K ′5= {A|A|R0 ∈K5}. Since 〈K5;6〉 has the amalgamation, it
implies that 〈K ′5;6〉 has also the free amalgamation. Let T1 = 〈K5;6〉-generic theory
and let T ∗ be the 〈K ′5;6〉-generic theory. In fact T1 is Hrushovki’s strongly minimal
example. Then it is easy to check that the independence in T1 de4nes also a notion of
independence for T ∗ and it satis4es the independence theorem. So T ∗ is a simple the-
ory. However, 〈K ′5;6〉 is not closed under the ITD. In fact we show a stronger result.
Let B= {a; b} be a discrete structure, A0 = {a; b; x0} with just one relation R0(a; b; x0),
A1 = {a; b; x1} with the only relation R0(a; b; x1) and A2 = {a; b; y1; y2; : : : ; yp−1; t} such
that for i6p− 1 we have R0(a; b; yi). Here p= 5(B; A0)= 5(B; A1). Moreover, de4ne
A01 =A0⊗B A1, A02 =A0⊗B A2 and A12 such that A12|R0 = (A1⊗B A2)|R0 and R1(t; x1).
It is easy to check that all Aij’s are in K ′5 and I = 〈B; A0; A1; A2; A01; A02; A12〉 is a
〈K ′5;6〉 independence theorem diagram. We claim that there is no E ∈K ′5 such that
we can embed all of Aij’s in this structure. Suppose otherwise. Then we may assume
these embeddings are identity functions. If in E we have x0 = x1 then in E there are
5(B; A0) + 1 copies of A0 over B which contradicts the de4nition of K5. On the other
hand, in E we have R1(x1; t) and ¬R1(x0; t). So it is not possible to have x0 = x1, a
contradiction. Hence we cannot amalgamate Aij’s and 〈K ′5;6〉 is not closed under the
ITD.
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4. Semigenericity and some model completeness results
In this section we consider cases where the class of existentially closed models of T+,
EX (T+), is an elementary class, i.e. T+ has a model companion. We introduce a notion
of semigeneric structures, which is in fact a 4rst-order variant of genericity. This notion
4rst appeared in diLerent formulations in [3, De4nition 4.3, 1, De4nition 1.26]. What
we present here is in fact a generalized version of the second formulation. We will also
give a new proof for the quanti4er elimination result proved by Baldwin–Shelah [1,
Theorem 1.29]. Throughout this section we work with a smooth class 〈K0;≺〉 of 4nite
L-structures with the algebraic closure property and which satisfy Lemma 3.9; we do
not require 〈K0;≺〉 to be de4ned via a predimension. The terminology and notations
used here are borrowed from [1].
Denition 4.1. Let A⊆B∈K0. Let M |=T0, f : B → PB⊂! M , and m∈!. We say that
PB does not have a new m-closure relative to PA=f(A) if clmM ( PB)= PB∪ clmM ( PA) and
PB∩ clm( Pa)= PA, and clmM ( PB)− PB=E implies clmM ( PA)= PA∪E. In this situation we write
clmM ( PB)= PB P∪clmM ( PA). So for any X with |X |¡m, if X ∩ PB= ∅ and PB≺i PB∪X , then
PA≺i PAX . That is if X ⊂ clmM ( PB)− PB then X ⊆ clmM ( PA).
Denition 4.2. We say the model M is semigeneric if 1. and 2. are ful4lled:
1. M |=T0.
2. If A≺B∈K0 and g : A →M , then for each m∈! there exists an embedding gˆ of B
into M which extends g such that
clmM (gˆ(B)) = gˆ(B) P∪clmM (g(A)):
The following lemma gives an easy example of a semigeneric model. Recall that a
smooth class 〈K0;≺〉 has the full Amalgamation property if for any A; B; C ∈K0 with
A≺B and A⊆C we have B⊗A C ∈K0 and C≺B⊗A C.
Lemma 4.3. Let K0 be a subclass of C¿0 and suppose 〈K0;6∗〉 has the full amal-
gamation property. Then the 〈K0;6∗〉-generic model is semigeneric.
Proof. Let M0 be the 〈K0;6∗〉-generic model. Suppose A6∗B∈K0. Let f : A →M0
and C = cl∗M0 (f(A))⊂! M0. Since A⊆C and A6∗B, we have C ⊗A B∈K0 and C6∗C⊗A B. Thus there is G: C ⊗A B →M0, G|C = Id and G(C ⊗A B)6∗M0. So G(C ⊗A B)=
C ⊗A B˜, where B˜=G(B). Now assume that D⊂! M0 with B˜6∗i D and |D − B|¡m.
Hence D⊆C ⊗A B˜ and (D−B˜)⊆C. But -(D−B˜=B˜)= -(D−B˜=A). Thus A6∗i A∪ (D−
B˜) and clmM (B˜)= B˜ P∪clmM (g(A)).
This lemma in fact shows that whenever 〈K0;6∗〉 has the full amalgamation prop-
erty, there is an embedding of B over A which works uniformly for each m. This
suggests 4nding a weaker condition on 〈K0;≺〉 which guarantees the existence of a
semigeneric model.
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Denition 4.4. 〈K0;≺〉 has the semifull amalgamation property, if for any A; B; C ∈K0
with A ≺ B and A⊆C, and for each m∈!, there exists an amalgam of B and C over
A, say Dm ∈K0, with B⊆Dm, C≺Dm and clmDm(B)= clmG(A) P∪B.
Lemma 4.5. 〈K0;≺〉 has the semifull amalgamation property if and only if there is a
〈K0;≺〉-semigeneric model.
Proof. For left to right, we can use the usual Fr@aissAa–Hrushovski amalgamation method
to construct a semigeneric model and the proof is left to reader. The other direction is
also trivial by de4nition of semigenericity.
From now on we assume that 〈K0;≺〉 has the semifull amalgamation property.
Now we show that the class of semigeneric models can be axiomatised in L by an
in4nite set of 4rst-order formulas. Let us 4rst establish some notation.
Notation 4.6. 1. We write A≺mi D if for each d∈D − A there is an E with Ad⊆E,
A≺i E, and |E − A|¡m.
2. Let A∈K0, i.e. D= clmD(A).
DmA = {D ∈ K0 |A ≺mi D}:
3. For C ∈DmA let DmA;C be the set of D∈DmA into which C can be embedded properly.
4. For C ∈DmA , >mA;C( Px; Py) is the formula
DiagA( Px) ∧ DiagC( Py) ∧
∧
D∈DmA;C
¬∃ PwD DiagD( Px; Py; PwD):
Then for Pac an enumeration of C; A⊆C ⊆N , N |= >mA;C( Pa; Pc) if and only if C=clmN (A).
5. For A ≺ B and C ∈DmA , let DmA;B;C be the set of E ∈DmB with C ⊆E and E=B P∪C.
6. Let mA;B;C be the sentence
(∀ Px)(∀ Py)(∃ Pz)

DiagA( Px) ∧ >mA;C( Px; Py)→

DiagB( Px; Pz) ∧ ∨
E∈DmA;B;C
>mB;E( Px; Py; Pz)



 :
7. Let Tsem be the set of all mA;B;C sentences for m∈! and A; B; C ∈K0.
Remark 4.7. For any A⊆B∈K0, if A≺mi B then A≺i B.
Lemma 4.8. The structure N |=T0 is semigeneric if and only if N |=Tsem.
Proof. If N is semigeneric, then we can show that N |=mA;B;C . Suppose A⊂! M and
clmN (A)∼=C. Then there is an embedding f : B →N such that clmN (f(B))=f(B) P∪clmN (A).
Let a be an enumeration for A, b for f(B)− A and d for clmN (f(B))− f(B). Then
N |= DiagA(a) ∧ >mA;C(a; b)→

DiagB(a; b) ∧ ∨
E∈DmA;B;C
>mB;E(a; b; d)

 :
Hence N |=mA;B;C . The other direction can also be proved similarly.
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Tsem is a D3 L-theory. Let T ∗=TNat ∪Tsem. So for any L+-structure M ,
M |= T ∗ if and only if M is semigeneric and Natural:
This means that we can replace any formula with the form ∃ Py(DiagA( Px)∧DiagB( Px; Py)),
where A≺i B∈K0 by the corresponding formula RB( Px). Hence T ∗ is a D2L+-theory,
i.e. it is inductive.
In the following we establish the main theorem of this section. We show that T ∗,
the L+-theory of semigeneric models, is the theory of existentially closed models of
T+ in L+.
Theorem 4.9. T ∗ is the model companion of TNat.
Proof. To prove the theorem, we 4rst show that for each M |=TNat, there is a model
N |=T ∗ such that M ⊂+ N . As 〈K0;≺〉 has the AC, by Lemma 3.23, this is equivalent
to saying M≺N . Let Diag≺(M)=DiagL(M)∪{¬(∃ Py) DiagE( Pa; Py) | Pa⊂M , E ∈DA,
and there is no Pb⊂M with M |=DiagE( Pa; Pb)}.
We claim that T ∗ ∪Diag≺(M) is consistent. By compactness it is enough to show
that for N |=T ∗; A∈K0 and Ei ∈DA with i=1; : : : ; n and A =Ei we have
N |= (∃ Py)
(
DiagA( Py) ∧
n∧
i=1
¬∃ Pzi DiagEi( Py; Pzi)
)
:
We take m∈! such that m¿Max{|Ei−A| | 16i6n}. Since ∅≺A and N is semigeneric,
there is a function f : A →N such that
clmN (f(A)) = f(A) P∪clm(∅) = f(A) P∪∅ = f(A):
Hence for each i6n we have N |=¬∃PziDiagEi(f( Pa); Pzi). Thus
N |= (∃ Py)
(
DiagA( Py) ∧
n∧
i=1
¬∃ Pzi DiagEi( Py; Pzi)
)
:
Now in order to prove that T ∗ is a model complete theory, by Robinson test it is
enough to show that for each M ⊂+ N |=T ∗ we have M 4 1N , that is M is a 1-
substructure of N . Therefore we should prove for any existential L+-formula >(x) and
Pa⊂M ,
M |= >( Pa) if and only if N |= >( Pa):
On the basis of Remark 3.21, every existential L+-formula is equivalent to a Boolean
combination of formulas of the form
∃ Py
(
DiagA( Px) ∧ DiagB( Px; Py) ∧
∧
i
¬REi( Px; Py)
)
;
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where A⊆B∈K0 and Ei ∈DmB (for i=1; : : : ; n), and some large m∈!. So it is enough
to show that for any formula ( Px; Py) with that form and Pa⊂M , if Pa⊂! M and there
is a sequence Pb⊂! N with
N |= DiagA( Pa) ∧ DiagB( Pa; Pb) ∧
∧
i
¬REi( Pa; Pb);
then there is bˆ⊂! M with M |=( Pa; bˆ). So in fact let Pa be an enumeration of A.
Let B0 = clB(A)⊂ clN (A). By Lemma 3.23, since M ⊂+ N , we have M≺N . Hence
clN (A)= clM (A) and B0⊂! M . So we may suppose that A=B0; A≺B and Pb∩M = ∅.
Now by induction we de4ne I0; I1; : : : ; Ik ; : : : sets A0⊆A1 · · · ⊆Ak ⊆ · · · ⊂! M , and
B0⊆B1 · · · ⊆Bk ⊆ · · · ⊂! N as follows. Put I0 = ∅, A0 =A and B0 =B. Suppose we
already de4ned the sequences up to k.
Let Ik+1 = {i6n | i =∈
⋃k
j=0 Ij, and Ei ∈DmBk and Ak(Ei−Bk)∈DmAk}. Let i∈ Ik+1. Since
Ak(Ei − Bk)∈DmAk and 〈K0;≺〉 has the AC, there are only 4nitely many copies of
Ak(Ei−Bk) over Ak . So we put Ak+1 =Ak ∪
⋃
i∈Ik+1{E′⊆! M |E′∼=Ak (Ei−Bk)Ak} and
Bk+1 = Pb∪Ak+1. Now M≺N and Bk ⊂N . Thus by Lemma 3.9, we get Bk ∩M ≺ Bk .
Now since Pb∩M = ∅, we have Bk ∩M =Ak . Therefore for all k; Ak ≺ Bk . We 4x k0
to be the 4rst natural number for which Ik0+1 = ∅. Let I ′= {1; 2; : : : ; n}−
⋃k0
j=0 Ij, and,
A′=Ak0 and B
′=Bk0 . Since M is semigeneric, there is a function f : B
′ → Bˆ⊂! M ,
such that f|A′= Id and
clmM (f(B
′)) = f(B′) P∪clmM (A′): (∗)
Let Pb
′
be an enumeration of B′ and bˆ=f( Pb
′
). We shall show that
M |= DiagB( Pa; bˆ) ∧
n∧
i=1
¬REi( Pa; bˆ):
We 4rst show that for i∈ I0 ∪ · · · ∪ Ik0 we have M |=¬REi( Pa; bˆ). To prove this, 4rst
by induction on j ¡ k0 and because Aj+1 is de4nable set over Aj we can see that each
Aj is the unique set which satis4es the formula DiagAj ( Pa; Pyj) over A. So each Aj is
de4nable over A. Hence if for some i∈ Ij+1; M |=REi( Pa; bˆ), then by de4nition of Ij+1
we have
M |= (∃ Pyj Pzi)DiagAj ( Pa; Pyj) ∧ DiagBj ( Pa; bˆ; Pyj) ∧ DiagEi( Pa; bˆ; Pyj; Pzi):
Let Pcj and Pei be two tuples with
M |= DiagAj ( Pa; Pcj) ∧ DiagBj ( Pa; bˆ; Pcj) ∧ DiagEi( Pa; bˆ; Pyj; Pei):
Thus Pa∪ Pcj =Aj and Aj ∪ Pei⊂Aj+1. But since B′∼=A′ Bˆ, we have bˆAj+1∼=Aj+1 PbAj+1.
Hence we must also have
N |= DiagAj ( Pa; Pcj) ∧ DiagBj ( Pa; Pb; Pcj) ∧ DiagEi( Pa; Pb; Pyj; Pei):
This means N |=REi( Pa; Pb), which is a contradiction.
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Now for i∈ I ′, if there is Pe′ ∩ Bˆ= ∅ with M |=DiagEi( Pa; bˆ; Pe′) then by (∗) and
f(B′)= Bˆ≺mi Ei we have A′ ∪ (Ei − Bˆ)= Pa∪ Pe′⊂ clmM (A′). Now i =∈
⋃
j6k0 Ij. Thus by
de4nition of Ik0 we have i∈ Ik0+1 = ∅, a contradiction. Hence M |=( Pa; bˆ) and the proof
is complete.
Corollary 4.10. T ∗ is a complete theory.
Proof. Since 〈K0;≺〉 has the JEP, T+ = (TNat)∀=T ∗∀ has the JEP and therefore, as T ∗
is the T+-model companion, it is a complete theory.
Remark 4.11. Baldwin and Shelah [1] call an L-structure M |=T0 semigeneric if
whenever A≺B∈K0 and g : A →M , then for each m there exists an embedding gˆ
of B into M which extends g such that
1. clmM (gˆ(B))= gˆ(B)∪ clmM (g(A)).
2. M |gˆ(B)∪ clmM (g(A)) is the free amalgam of clmM (g(A)) and gˆ(B) over g(A). In par-
ticular, clmM (gˆ(B))= gˆ(B) P∪clmM (g(A)).
They prove that the class of semigeneric structure is 4rst-order axiomatizable and,
moreover, that this theory is near model complete, i.e. every formula is the Boolean
combination of 1 formulas.
We will in fact show that under the weaker notion of semigenericity, introduced here,
the L-theory of semigeneric models is near model complete. To see this, we 4rst show
that T+ =T ∗∀ has the amalgamation property. This, together with model completeness
of T ∗, implies that T ∗ has in fact elimination of quanti4ers.
Corollary 4.12. T ∗ has the quanti:er elimination.
Proof. Since T ∗ is model complete and, by Lemma 3.26 T+ =T ∗∀ has the amalgamation
property, this is immediate.
Theorem 4.13. Tsem, the L-theory of semigeneric models, is a near model complete
theory.
Proof. By Corollary 4.12, any L-formula ( Px) is T ∗-equivalent to a quanti4er-free
L+-formula, say >( Px). So there are E1; : : : ; En ∈ K0 such that
Tsem ∪ {REi( Px)↔ (∃ Py)DiagEi( Py; Px) | i = 1; : : : ; n}  ( Px)↔ >( Px):
Thus after replacing each of REi ’s with the corresponding (∃ Py)DiagEi( Py; Px)’s in >( Px),
we get an L-formula, P>( Px), which is a Boolean combination of 1 L-formulas such
that
Tsem  ( Px)↔ P>( Px):
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Corollary 4.14. Let T be the 〈C¿0;6〉-generic theory. Then T is a near model com-
plete theory.
Proof. By Lemma 3.17 〈C¿0;6〉 has the AC. Moreover, it has the full amalgamation
property. Hence with the same proof as we gave for Lemma 4.3, we can see that
the 〈C¿0;6〉-generic structure is a semigeneric model. Hence, on account of Theorem
4.13, T is a near model complete theory.
Using ideas from Section 3, we can show that
Theorem 4.15. Let 〈K0;≺〉 be a class of :nite L-structure with the semifull amalga-
mation property which is closed under the ITD. Then the theory of 〈K0;≺〉 generic
is simple.
Proof. By Theorem 4.9 the L+-theory of the T ∗= 〈K0;≺〉-generic structure is the
model companion of T+. Hence by Remark 2.18 T+ is simple if and only if T ∗ is a
simple 4rst-order theory.
5. Example of an unstable simple theory
As an application, we give an example of a simple unstable generic theory.
Assumption 5.1. We assume here that L consists of only a ternary relation R(x; y; z)
and we de4ne a predimension on 4nite L-structures by -(A)= |A| − |R(A)|. Let
C¿0 = {A: ∅6∗A}.
Following Hrushovski [5] we de4ne
Denition 5.2. Let A; B⊂M ∈C¿0 and A∩B= ∅. We say that B is simply algebraic
over A (in M) if A6AB with -(B=A)= 0, and there is no proper nonempty subset B′
of B such that -(B′=A)= 0. For A⊆B, we say that B is simply algebraic over A if
B − A is simply algebraic over A in B. If, moreover, A is minimal then we say B is
minimally simply algebraic.
Remark 5.3. By lemma de4nition of 6∗, one could see that for any A6∗B and A6B,
there are B0; : : : ; Bn with A=B0⊆ · · · ⊆Bn=B such that Bi+1 is simply algebraic over
Bi.
Now we 4x a function 5 : C¿0×C¿0 →! such that for any A⊆B, if B is simply
algebraic over A, then 5(A; B)¿-(A).
Denition 5.4. Let K5 be the class of 4nite structures M of L, such that
1. ∅6∗M .
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2. Let A; Bi(i=1; : : : ; n) be pairwise disjoint subsets of M (Bj = ∅). Suppose the atomic
type of (A; Bi) is constant with i, and that Bi is simply algebraic over A in M . Then
n65(A; ABi).
Let T5 be the K5-universal theory, and (T5)+ the corresponding T+.
Fact 5.5 (Hrushovski [5]). 〈K5;6〉 has the amalgamation property. Moreover, the
theory of generic structure is strongly minimal and near model complete.
Lemma 5.6. 〈K5;6∗〉 has the AC.
Proof. Let A6∗i B∈K5. Let B′= clB(A). Then A6iB′6B. Moreover, since A6∗i B,
-(B=B′)= 0. By Lemma 3.17, there is N ∈! such that for all M ∈T5 we have 4∗M (B′=A)
6N . So to prove that this class has the AC, we should prove that there is N ′ ∈! such
that 4∗M (B=B
′)6N ′. Furthermore, by Remark 5.3, it is enough to prove this when B is
simply algebraic over B′. But by de4nition of K5, in this case, 4∗M (B=B
′)65(B′; B).
Thus in order to prove the theorem by using the results from Section 3.1, we show
this class has the AP (and hence the JEP) and is closed under the ITD.
The next lemma shows that 〈K5;6∗〉 has a nice amalgamation property. We need
this lemma to prove 4rst that 〈K5;6∗〉 is closed under ITD, and then show the near
model completeness of the generic theory.
Fact 5.7 (Hrushovski [5]). Suppose A; B1; B2 ∈K5; A=B1 ∩B2, and B1 − A is simply
algebraic over A in B1. Let E be the free amalgam of B1 and B2 over A. Then E ∈K5,
unless either
1. B1−A is minimally simply algebraic over some F ⊆A and B2 contains 5(F; F ∪ (B1−
A)) disjoint sets, each realizing the atomic type of B1 − A over F ;
2. or there exists a set X ⊆B2 such that X ∩A6X and B1 contains an isomorphic
copy of X .
Following [18], we consider the following de4nition.
Denition 5.8. For A⊆B and a natural number m we say A is m-closed in B(A6mB)
if for any C with A⊆C ⊆B and |C − A|¡ m we have A6C.
Lemma 5.9. Let A6∗C∈K5. Then for any B∈K5 with A6|C−A|B we have B⊗A C∈
K5.
Proof. We use induction on |B− A|+ |C − A|. Let B′= cl∗B(A).
Case 1: B′ =A.
In this case B′ is simply algebraic over A. Now by Fact 5.7, since A6∗C and
A6|C−A|B′, we have D=B′ ⊗A C ∈K5. Now |B− B′|+ |C − A|¡ |B− A|+ |C − A|.
Thus by induction, and since B′6B and B′6∗D, we have B⊗B′ D=B⊗A C ∈K5.
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Case 2: B′=A.
In this case A6∗B and for all X with A⊂X ⊆B; -(X ) ¿ -(A)¿-(A) + 1. Now we
pick up a point, d say, from B− A. Thus -(x=A)= 1. Hence there is no edge between
d and A. A simple computation shows that E=A∪{d}⊗A C ∈K5. Now for any X
with X ∩ (A∪{d})= ∅ with |X |¡|C − A|, we have
-(X=A ∪ {d}) = -(Xd=A)− -(d=A) = -(Xd=A)− 1¿ 0:
Hence A∪{d}6|C−A| B. Thus, again, by induction we have B⊗A∪{d} E=B⊗A C ∈K5.
Corollary 5.10. 〈K5;6∗〉 has the free amalgamation.
Proof. 1. Let A6∗B and A6∗C. Then by Lemma 5.9 we have B⊗A C ∈K5.
Lemma 5.11. 〈K5;6∗〉 is closed under the ITD.
Proof. Let I = 〈B; A0; A1; A2; A01; A02; A12〉 be an 〈K5;6∗〉 independence theorem dia-
gram. We show that E∼=(A01⊗A1 A12)⊗A0A2 A02 is in K5. Since 〈C¿0;6〉 has the full
amalgamation property, we have A16∗A12 and A0A26A02; (A01⊗A1 A12) and, E∼=(A01
⊗A1 A12)⊗A0A2 A02 are in C¿0. On account of Lemma 3.37, A0A26∗A01⊗A1 A12. More-
over, since I is an ITD, A0A26A02 implies. Thus E∼=(A01⊗A1 A12)⊗A0A2 A02 is in K5
by Lemma 5.9.
Lemma 5.12. For any M |=T5 and A⊂! M , the 6-closure of A (in M), cl(A), is
:nite.
Proof. For any A⊂! M , we let B⊇A with the minimum predimension and cardinality.
Then it is easy to check that B= cl6(A).
Denition 5.13. We call a model of T5 semigeneric, if for each A6∗B∈K5, g : A →M
with g(A)6|B−A|M and m, there exists an embedding gˆ of B into M which extends g
such that
1. clmM (gˆ(B))= gˆ(B)∪ clmM (g(A)),
2. M |gˆ(B)∪ clmM (g(A)) is the free amalgam of clmM (g(A)) and gˆ(B) over g(A).
Using Lemma 5.9 and the usual Fr@aissAe–Hrushovski method, the following lemma
is immediate.
Lemma 5.14. There exists a 〈K5;6∗〉-semigeneric model. In fact the 〈K5;6∗〉-generic
model is semigeneric.
Let M5 be the generic structure, T ∗5 the L+-4rst-order theory of M5 and Tsem the
L-4rst-order theory of M5.
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Lemma 5.15. T ∗5 is a model complete theory. In fact, T
∗
5 is the model companion of
(T5)+ and it has quanti:er elimination.
Proof. First note that the semigenericity in this context is a 4rst-order notion. So any
model of T ∗5 is also semigeneric. Here we use the same terminology as in Theorem
4.9. For the model completeness proof we use the same idea as invoked in Theorem
4.9 and we only need to modify the de4nitions of Aj’s (for j6k). Here we de4ne
Aj+1 = cl

⋃
i∈Ij
{E′ ⊂! M |E′ ∼=Aj (Ei − Bj)Aj}

 :
By virtue of Lemma 5.12 all of Aj’s are 4nite (for j6k) and Ak6M (and hence
A6|B−A|M). The other part of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 4.9 and Corol-
lary 4.12.
Corollary 5.16. Tsem is near model complete. Furthermore, Tsem is the theory of the
〈K5;6∗〉-generic.
Lemma 5.17. For any E⊆! M ∈ PK5 we have cl∗(E)= acl(E).
Proof. Let E⊆! M ∈ PK5. Without loss of generality we may suppose M is !-saturated
in L+. Clearly since 〈K5;6∗〉 has the AC, cl∗(E)⊆ acl(E). Now let c∈ acl(E). Sup-
pose c =∈ cl∗(E). Now since cl∗(cl(E))= cl∗(E), then cl(E)6∗cl(E)∪{c}∈K5. But
cl(E)6M . Let En be the free amalgamation of n-copies of clE ∪{c} over cl(E). Then
by Corollary 5.10 we have En ∈K5 and cl(E)6∗En. Furthermore, since cl(E)6M , we
have En⊗cl(E)M ∈ PK5 and M6∗En⊗cl(E)M ∈ PK5. Hence M ⊆+ En⊗cl(E)M ∈ PK5. But
by Lemma 5.15 M is existentially closed. Therefore, for each n we can embed En in
M . But since M is !-saturated, we can 4nd in4nitely many d∈M , all of which have
the same type as c. Hence c =∈ acl(E), a contradiction.
Theorem 5.18. Tsem is an unstable supersimple theory of SU-rank 1. Furthermore,
Tsem is not !-categorical.
Proof. Let C be a universal model for Tsem. By Lemma 5.11 and since Tsem is near
model complete Tsem is simple. Suppose A6∗B6∗C and E are small sets. Let Pa be a 4-
nite tuple. Since 〈K5;6∗〉 has the free amalgamation property, we have cl(E)= acl(E)
in C and moreover,
Pa
|
ˆ
A
B if and only if d( Pa=A) = d( Pa=B): (∗)
But because the predimension is integer valued, there is PA⊆! A such that d( Pa=cl∗( PA))
=d( Pa=A). Hence Pa A and Pa A. Thus Tsem is supersimple. Now for any a∈C
d(a=E)= 0 if and only if a ∈ cl∗(E) = acl(E): (∗∗)
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Therefore if we assume a E then d(a=E)¡d(a=A). But since 06d(a=A)61, we
can deduce d(a=E)= 0, which on account of (**) means a∈ cl∗(E)= acl(E). Hence
Tsem has SU -rank 1.
Let (x; y)= (∃z)R(x; y; z). To verify that Tsem is an unstable theory, we show
(x; y) has the independence property. By Corollary 7.33 in [13], the independence
property for (x; y) is equivalent to 4nd an ∅-indiscernible 〈bi | i∈Z〉, and a∗ such
that
C |= (a∗; bi) if and only if i ¿ 0:
Let F = {a; b; c}⊂! C with R(a; b; c) and F6∗C. Thus cl∗({a})= {a}; cl∗({b})=
{b} and d(a=∅)=d(a=b). Hence by (*) we have a |ˆ
∅
b.
Let 〈bi | i∈!〉 be an ∅-indiscernible sequence with b0 = b, a discrete sub-structure
of C. Since a
|
ˆ
∅
b, by de4nition of dividing, there is an a∗≡ a such that for each
i∈!;C |=(∃z)R(a∗; bi; z). We let G= {bi | i∈!}; H = {a∗}∪G with the induced struc-
ture and K =H ⊗∅ G. We may embed H strongly in C, i.e. H6∗C(H ⊂+ C). Then
K |=T5 and H6∗K . By the amalgamation property of (T5)+, there is a function
f : K →C such that f|H = Id. If for i¿0b−i =f( Pbi), then it is easy to see that
〈bi | i∈Z〉 is an ∅-indiscernible and for i ¡ 0 we have C |=¬(∃z)R(a∗; bi; z). Thus
(x; y) has the independence property.
To show that Tsem is not !-categorical, we prove that there is a 4nite set A with an
in4nite algebraic closure. By induction on n∈!, we construct a sequence of structures
〈An | n∈!〉 in K5. Let A0 = {x; y0}, x =y0, be the two elements discrete L-structure.
Trivially, A0 ∈K5. Suppose An= {x; y0; : : : ; yn} with |An|= n+1 has been de4ned such
that yn−1 ∈An is the unique element with R(x; yn−1; yn). Now let Bn= {x; yn; yn+1}∼={x}
A1 such that yn+1 =∈An. Suppose An+1∼=An⊗{x;yn} Bn. Then we have {x; yn}6Bn and
there is unique copy of Bn over {x; yn} in An, namely {x; yn−1; yn}. Now on account
of Fact 5.7 since 5(Bn={x; yn})¿-({x; yn})= 2, we have An+1 ∈K5. Now by com-
pactness we can 4nd set A ⊂ C such that {x; y1; : : : ; yn; : : :} and {x; y1; : : : ; yn}∼=An.
But A⊂ cl∗(x; y0)= acl(x; y0). Hence acl(x; y0) is in4nite and therefore Tsem is not
!-categorical.
Now since this structure is a SU -rank 1 structure, the algebraic closure de4nes a
pregeometry on C. The following lemma shows that this pregeometry is not homoge-
neous. Recall that a pregeometry (X; cl) is called to be homogeneous if for any closed
set Y ⊂X and a; b∈X − Y there is an automorphism of X (namely, a cl-preserving
permutation of X ) which 4xes Y and f(a)= b.
Lemma 5.19. (C; acl) is not homogeneous.
Proof. Let A= {x; y; y′; z} be a set with only one relation R(x; y′; z). A∼= {x; y}⊗{x}
{x; y′; z}. Hence A∈K5. Now for the singleton {x} we have {x}6∗A. We embed
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x in C so that {x}6∗C. Thus there is a function g : A → C such that g(x)= x and
g(A)6∗C. We may suppose g= Id. Now we claim that C |=¬(∃t)R(x; y; t). If not, then
C |=R(x; y; t) for t ∈C. But t ∈ cl∗(A)=A, a contradiction. Now if the pregeometry was
homogeneous then there would be a function h : C →C preserving the pregeometry
such that h(x)= x and h(y)=y′. But this not possible as cl∗(x; y′)= {x; y′; z} and
cl∗(x; y)= {x; y}.
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